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Chancellor’s copyright policy
proposes royalties for state

Gregory attacks racism
ICK GREGORY -"If you want to kill me, you all have another thing
-rung,- the comedian told the CIA before a packed auditorium at San
e City College. See story page 8.

rown aide hints
udget additions
By John Bodle
CRAMENTOGov. Brown’s
sed $29.7 million educational cuts
not as well planned as they could
been, a cabinet official in his
mistration said Wednesday.
own’s budget was put together in a
and is "not as fine tuned as it could
e been," said David L. Fox, cabinet
etary for Brown.
x hinted that Brown may reconr his support for some of the budget
Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post
mended to him,
ou don’t walk into a program and
, ’We’re going to knock you out’
out detailed reasons," Fox said,
rring to Brown’s blanket cut of the
rnational Program which had
wed students to study overseas
e earning credit on home capuses.
ox met Wednesday at the state
dal with members of the California
e University and College Student
sidents Association and the Spartan
ly to discuss Brown’s budget cuts.
ox was told by Bonnie Sharpe,
dent president at Cal State
versity, Fullerton, that Brown’s
ding of university programs was a
ice of "which arm do you want to
ak."

Fox replied the choice could be be to
"have both of them fractured," hinting
that there might be partia; :unding of
some university programs not now
budgeted by Brown.
Programs that are not funded include
such student services as counseling,
testing, placement, housing, financial
aid administration, office of the Dean of
Students, health services and the cost of
instructional supplies and services.
Continued on page 8

By Mark Stafforini
The chancellor’s office has proposed
a copyright policy that will require
California State University and College
( CSUC ) employes to go through a
before
procedure
clearance
copyrighting any material.
The employe will have to submit the
material and information on how it was
obtained to a campus copyright committee, according to the draft for the
copyright policy.
The committee will then determine
who owns the copyright.
If the employe developed the
material on his own time without
university funds or equipment, he will
own the copyright, the policy says.
If the author (employe) is assigneu,
commissioned or hired to develop the
material, the CSUC Trustees will own
the copyright.
Royalities shared
When the material is developed with
significant support from CSUC
resources, the author will own the
copyright, but the CSUC will receive 50
per cent of the royalties until it has
received $10,000, the policy says.
According to the policy, the material
involved includes writings (books and
articles), musical or dramatic compositions, sound recordings, films and
lecture notes.
"In the past when a scientist used
university equipment and then
patented something, the university and
he shared royalties," said Kathleen
Cohen, chairman of the SJSU Art
Department.
But when a book was copyrighted, the
faculty author received the copyright,
Cohen added.
When university equipment has been
used, the university should get some of
the benefits, she said, but "There has
been a bit of overkill with this
proposal."
The proposal gives too much to the
state and will discourage faculty from
doing creative work, Cohen said.
It will also require an "unbelievable
amount of paperwork," she added.
Faculty proposal
Cohen and Dr. Robert Sasseen, dean
of faculty, prepared a report on the
policy for the Academic Senate’s
Professional Standards Committee.

Gay feminist chosen
as council member
A.S. Council has chosen a gay woman
as graduate representative to fill the
last open position on the 20-member
council.
Nancy Robertson, who says she is
gay and active in the feminist
movement, was chosen by a unanimous
vote at Wednesday’s council meeting.
"I’ve been working for the Women’s
Week group on campus, working 10 to
15 hours a week. That, I think, is good
experience for being a council member."

Robertson has been involved in the
Lesbian Feminist Alliance, a community group which serves as a social
and discussion organization for gay
women.
"I’m interested in giving more funds
to women’s interests, such as the child
care center and Women’s Week, but I
want to be open and listen to both
sides," she said.
The new councilwoman said she was
impressed with the council after serving at her first meeting.

In that report Cohen and Sasseen
made the following recommendations:
Books and articles should be
exempted from the copyright policy.
Materials produced on leave, paid
or unpaid, should also be exempt.
The first $1,000 of royalties should
go to the author, to provide incentive.
After that royalties should be split 50-50
up to the amount of direct state costs
( for the project; This is, for projects
that are assigned.)
"Significant support" should be more
clearly defined, Cohen said.
When state costs are less than $5,000,
the author should own the copyright,
Cohen said.
Royalties scaled
Royalties should be shared on a
sliding scale, Cohen said, when only
partial support is involved.
A faculty member carries a class
load of four classes a semester, she

explained. If the faculty member is
relieved of one class to work on a
project, the CSUC should receive 25 per
cent of the royalties, she said.
The Academic Senate will consider
the proposal at its next meeting, according to Dr. Arnold Schein, chairman
of the Academic Senate’s Professional
Standards Committee.
But Schein said he is opposed to the
proposal as it reads now.
The propsed policy would "create a
bureaucracy" that would delay
publication of material, he said.
The policy will be considered at the
Chancellor’s Council of Presidents (of
CSUC) on March 3, Schein said.
Bunzel’s ammunition
The Professional Standards Cornmittee hopes to supply SJSU President
John Bunzel with "ammunition"
against the policy, Schein said.
An SJSU task force has been set up to

"feed information" to Bunzel, Schein
said. Executive Vice President Burton
Brazil is in charge of the task force, he
added.
Schein said the faculty is working
with the administration on the policy
proposal.
The faculty was "alerted to the
dangers" in the proposed policy by
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns, Schein said.
The statewide Academic Senate’s
Professional Standards Committee will
discuss the policy at its meeting this
weekend, Cohen said.
Dr. David Elliott, chairman of
SJSU’s Speech -Communication
Department, is the chairman of the
State Professional Standards Committee, Cohen added.
Elliott refused yesterday to discuss
the policy until the committee has
discussed it.

Forum on falling enrollment

Educators debate college role
California universities and colleges
must define their role in society, according to speakers at an SJSU forum
on "Creative Responses to Declining
Enrollment."
Although agreeing that a response to
declining enrollment is necessary, the
three featured speakers saw different
solutions to the problem.
Increased centralization of authority,
increased sensitivity to student demand
and more career orientation were all
proposed as responses to the downward
enrollment spiral.
Co-sponsored by the Academic
Senate and Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns, the forum was designed
to share ideas on responses to funding
cutbacks made necessary by declining
student enrollment in state universities.
Enrollment declining
Faced with the prospect of continued
enrollment declines, SJSU administrators are attempting to
determine academic priorities while
maintaining the quality of education.
"When you are facing decline (in
enrollment ), you have to scramble and
find out what it means to your institution," Dr. Earl F. Cheit, associate
director of the Carnegie Council on
Policy Studies in Higher Education,
said Monday.
Other speakers were Dr. David Gray,
vice president for administration at Cal
State Long Beach, and Dr. J. Victor
Baldridge, Cal State Fresno’s assistant
vice president for academic affairs.
"In the past, planning really hasn’t
been that important. We’ve pretended
it was," Cheit said.
"Now planning is realnow planning
counts," he added. "We must find ways
of institutional renewal without
growth."

"This requires more administrative
muscle and a centralized administration," said Cheit, a former vice
chancellor of UC Berkeley.
"Most of what we admire in the institution came about from autonomy
and decentralization," Cheit said.
He predicted the current downturn in
student enrollment will continue until
the mid-1980’s, and conditions brought
about by the decline are only temporary.
The consequence for higher
education will be worse conditions
during the period of decreasing
enrollment than when the decline
bottoms out and a period of relative
stability takes hold, according to Cheit.
"The role of the trustees become
crucial," said Cheit. "They have to set
guidelines."
The problem, said Cheit, is to
maintain flexibility while centralizing
authority.
Responsive to need
Although agreeing that current
economic conditions require a
separation from the growth attitude,
Gray said, "We must establish a
reputation for being responsive to
student need.
"Where the students go, the
resources follow," he added.
"The steady state is a false reality,"
said Gray. "In reality, the system and
the University are caught in a path of
sociological and economical forces far
beyond its control."
Gray said he believes higher
education is now four years into a
period of instability.
Distinctions disappear
"Policies must be much more
flexible," said Gray.
Gray predicted the student body of
the future will be drawn from more

diverse backgrounds. The distinctions
between campus and non-campus will
disappear due to media education and
self-instruction, according to Gray.
"I am convinced that we must
decentralize," said Gray. "The market
will demand that we operate all over
the community."
One of the reasons for student decline
is that babies of the post-war baby
boom have passed college age, leaving
empty seats, according to Gray.
"We must redefine the roles of
students, faculty and staff," he said.
"The only thing that can be rejected
wholly is the maintenance of the statusquo."
Baldridge, of Cal State Fresno, said
he believes centralization is inevitable.
"I assume that we are in a situation
of serious and long term change," said
Baldridge. "Gimmicks and short-term
ideas are not going to solve the
problem.
"Under crsis situations there is
always a centralization of authority,"
said Baldridge. "We have a crisis for
mass education."
Different effects
The decline in enrollment affects
different institutions differently, said
Baldridge.
"It the decline) is hitting institutions
that are all things to all people," said
Baldridge. "those that have no clear
mission or definition."
Noting SJSU falls in that category
Baldridge said, "We must take on some
kind of distinctive mission."
The last five years of higher
education have been extensive
expansion,
drawing
geographic
minorities and women, according to
Baldridge.
Continued on pages

Bunzel’s speech draws criticism
By Doug Ernst
Reaction to SJSU President John Bunzel’s recent
speech on affirmative action, by SJSU personnel involved
in the university’s Affirmative Action Program, has been
lukewarm at best.
Reaction to the speech has not been favorable from
University of California at Berkeley, where an agreement
was reached Tuesday between that campus and the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare ( HEW),
concerning affirmative action goals and timetables.
"Bunzel is beating a dead horse," Stephen Faustina,
SJSU affirmative action coordinator said.
"We’ve already dealt with issues involving quotas and
everse discrimination," Faustina said.
"White males as the object of discrimination is not what
affirmative action is," said Faustina.
Sid Walton, a student and author from Berkeley confronted Bunzel after his Friday address at a Commonwealth Club luncheon, openly challenging Bunzel’s
speech.
"His speech was reactionary,’ Walton told the Daily.
"It encourages a clear and unequivocal retreat from
many serious commitments to a meaningful Affirmative
Action Program for women and minorities," Walton
added.
Presently working toward a law degree at Berkeley,
where he once taught ethnic studies, Walton is a contributing editor for the Black Scholar Journal, and has
authored "ZBC 1994," a book on long-range affirmative
action goals.
Carlene Young, chairwoman of Afro-American studies
at SJSU, commented on Bunzel’s speech.
"One of the advantages of being in a majority position

like Bunzel’s is to be able to define what is right, good and
acceptable," said Young.
"He tends to posture a philosophy, and then he develops
it so it meets his own values and ideas," Young said.
James C. Goodwin, assistant to the vice president at
Berkeley, was seated at the head table during Bunzel’s
address and, when contacted by telephone,commented on
the speech.
"His speech sounded politically oriented," said
Goodwin.
"He’s a very good orator, and was making a dramatic
narrative. I disagreed with his narrative," Goodwin
added.
Bunzel told Commonwealth Club members
discriminating against whites to make up for wrongs
committed by previous generations against blacks,
"means that white people are...to become victims of
discrimination not because they are guilty, but because
they are white."
Faustina believes this argument is not only old, but
resolved.
"There have been some isloated cases of discrimination
against whites," said Faustina, "but I’m sure that’s not
the case at SJSU."
"We should quit whipping that dead horse, and get on to
operating a true and legal Affirmative Action Program.
"If the university in its efforts to establish an affirmative action program, adhered to higher education
guidelines put out by the Department of HEW there would
be no difficulty in regard to ’reverse discrimination."
Faustina insisted that he dislikes the term, "reverse
discimination."
"There is only one form of discrimination and that’s
illegal discrimination," Faustina said.
Continued on page 8

SJSU President John Bunzel is challenged after his speech
at the Commonwealth Club in San Francisco by Sid Walton

of the UC Berkeley Affirmative Action Task Force. Walton
called the talk on affirmative action "reactionary."
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opinion
A.S. referendum provides chanc4
to give trustees feedback on fees
Next week students will have an
opportunity to voice their opinion
on one of the most crucial issues of
the school year.
We will be asked to decide if the
present student body fee level of
$10 per semester should be lowered
by as much as 50 per cent or
maintained.
referendum,
the
Although
and
scheduled for Monday
Tuesday, is only an advisory vote
to give the trustees of the
California State University and
College system feedback on the fee
issue, that in no way diminishes its
importance.
We have enough contradictions
with the trustees already. It would

Quotas not issue in affirmative action
By Phil Trounstine
SJSU President John Bunzel has been
using the pages of the San Jose Mercury and last week a speech before San
Francisco’s Commonwealth Club to
criticize the federal government’s
Affirmative Action Policy in higher
education.
He accuses the policy, which requires
employers to make a search for
qualified women and minority job
candidates, of imposing quotas onto
academe.
But Bunzel uses quotas as a straw
man. Not only are quotas not demanded, they have been recently outlawed.
That’s not to say that the court
decisions prohibiting quotas were wise;
the point is that Bunzel is making a
demogogic plea in order to gain sympathy with his opposition to affirmative
action in general.
In fact, Bunzel wants the federal
government to keep out of higher
education so that colleges and
universities can get on with their
"essential mission" of educating
students.
Before we substantiate that, one
more example of Bunzel’s illogic is in
order.
Unfair footrace
In his Commonwealth Club speech,
Bunzel used his old "unfair footrace"
parable.
"Absolute egalitarians believe that
justice requires equality not at the
beginning of a race but at the end. They
want the minority or female runner to
be given more than equal treatment
with the white male runner," Bunzel
charged.
"It is as if they were asking the
scorekeeper to ensure that the minority
and female runners win a certain
percentage of the races," he added.
Bunzel should take an undergraduate
philosophy course in logic. He’s completely lost his bearings.
Using Baines footrace example,
women and minorities are running the
race with a ball and chain around their
ankles while white males are unfettered. The ball and chain are racism
and sexism.
If they tie at the finish line, ie. if they
are being considered for a job along
with a white male, presumably all are
qualified for the job.
But the woman or minority has not
only arrived at the finish line, he or she
has also overcome a handicap, racism
and-or sexism, with which the white
male has not had to contend.
In the light of reality, it can no longer
be judged a tiethe woman or minority
has run a tougher race and yet arrived
at the same time.
At that point affirmative action
should demand the institution hire the
woman or minority. The odds against
them have been stacked all along and
it’s time to balance the scales.
When the ball and chain have been
eliminated, then it will no longer be
necessary to give preference to the
woman or the minority. But in order to
cut lose the runners, extraordinary
measures are needed for some time to
come.
Federal intervention
Now, by using quotas as a whipping
boy, Bunzel has disguised his
abhorrence of the federal government’s
intervention in educational matters.
He thinks the institution will right
itself because it is administered by fair
and just men.
But history offers no precedent for
Bunzel’s pipe dream.
It took federal troops to guarantee
integration in Alabama; it’s taking
police batallions to desegregate
Boston; and it takes stern federal

comment
to force
at least
regulations
universities to hire women and
minorities.
Bunzel’s stance is not new, he’s
following in the footsteps of Lester
Maddox, George Wallace and the South
Boston busing foes.
Their defense, like Bunzel’s, was to
charge that the federal government
was violating white peoples’ rights by
enforcing equal protection regulations.
What he wants
If Bunzel doesn’t like affirmative
action and yet claims a commitment to
social justice, just what does he want?
His latest Mercury column provides
us the answer.
"Higher education should exhibit and
foster an attitude of working toward"
equal opportunity, he says.
Sure they "should," Dr. Bunzel, but
they "aren’t." What "should" we do to
make sure the university is working
toward equal opportunity? Evidently
nothing.
Bunzel lists a couple more "shoulds"
to which most everyone will agree. But
when it comes to concrete proposals to
correct the failure of universities to
hire qualified women and minorities,
Bunzel passes the buck.
"Congress can help secure these
objectives by well-conceived programs
of financial support. Expanded opportunities must be provided for
academic training at the undergraduate and graduate levels for
women and minority group members,"
Bunzel demands.
Resources are needed because
society "must be more than passive if
increased employment opportunities
for women and minorities in higher
education are to be achieved in fact as
well as in legal theory," he argues.
What is striking about Bunzel’s
proposals is that none of them requires
the university to be anything more than
passive about 400 years of injustice.
He’s more concerned about the enforcement of regulations than he is
about the problem they are designed to
combat.

Soggy lots
deserving

The university’s "essential mission"
is education, Bunzel says, ignoring the
reality that universities are institutions
through which great social change has
been and can be effected.
He’s decided the university should
remain part of the problem rather than
part of the solution.
Why fight?
One last point is needed.
Some critics of affirmative action
maintain that the only reason whites
support it is that they are ridden by
"white liberal guilt."
This disgusting argument is a thinly
veiled avowal of the status quo, yet we
should understand how throughly
wrong it is.
There are two main reasons for
whites to support the struggles of
women and minorities against racism
and sexism.
First, there is the commitment to
equality and justice for humanity. This
is not guilt, it is a sense of right with
which we are instilled.
Some of us are pained by gross injustice, not because we did something
wrong but because maltreatment of our
fellow man offends and grieves us.
Second, there is a matter of self interest. It may sound cold and heartless,
but we must understand it.
It is in the interest of white people for
women and minorities to be treated as
equals. As long as they are held as a
reserve labor pool, as long as they can
be used as a threat to job security of the
mass of white workers, then the people
are divided against one another.
If people hope to struggle against
inequality, injustice, racism, sexism
and imperialism, they must be united.
In order for that unity to occur,
whites must fight for the right of selfdetermination for minorities and men
must fight for equal opportunity for
women.
That commitment is the basis of
popular unity without which we are
divided and impotent.
The university is a social institution,
existing in the context of the struggle
for social justice.
If we want the university to play an

historically progressive role, then its
policies must advance the demands and
aspirations of the working people, ie.
those in whose hands real political
power rests.
Bunzel’s stance on affirmative action
serves only to further divide us against
one another and is therefore an
historically reactionary position.
We’re only students for four years.
After we leave the university, its impact on society will still affect our lives.
We must do what we can now to set it on
the right track.

(

editorial

)

be unfortunate if we wind up on the
other side of the fence with them on
an issue that would be harmful to
student interst.
In other words, the trustees, who
have long sought to minimize
student power, would be using
student opinion (a vote for lower
fees) to emasculate A.S. government.
Why would a fee cut weaken
student government?
Because the fees we pay to A.S.
go into programs and activities we
would otherwise not have. Because
on this campus, the ability of the
A.S. to fight for student interest is
in large part attributed to its size
and prestige.
Among the programs and activities that could be crippled by a
fee cut are child day care, legal
counseling, the Women’s Center,
Spartan Daily, K.SJS radio. drama
inand music productions,
tercollegiate athletics, campus
entertainment, cultural programs,
Joint Effort Coffeehouse, Consumer Switchboard and scores of
forums.

If we don’t vote to keep the
level where it is to main
programs we feel are desirable
necessary on this campus,
board of trustees could make
cut that would do away with
programs.
Next week’s referendum res
should provide the trustees witl
overwhelming mandate of stuc
support for the current fee le
Show up at the polls Monday
Tuesday and vote yes.
Tom

Write us
Tie Sparian Daily encourages yot
comments Best read letters are shOrt
words) and to the Point
Letters may be submitted at the Da,
office IJC 20111 between pate and 5 p r
Monday through Friday Or by mail.
Ice Daily reserves the right to edit lc
length, style. Or libel.
All
letters
must
include author
signature. maior, address, and phon
number

Think it through, Mr. President,
Ford must have a better idea!
By Ray Manley
If Nixon’s taping system is still
bugging away in the Oval Office, the
following conversation might very well
have been recorded. In it, President
Ford is discussing economic policy with
a top-flight economic adviser ( TFEA
FordI called this brain-storming
session with you because you’re one of
my top-flight economic advisers, and I
think it’s time I got some advice.
TFEAShoot boss.
FordWell, I’ve been hearing lately
that the economy is in pretty bad shape,
all this stuff about inflation and
recession. Am I right so far?
TFEAThat’s it in a nutshell, Mr.
President.
FordWell, I’ll get down to why I’ve
called you here. I’ve had experience
with inflation, but damn it this
recession one’s new to me. Historically
speaking, how has this country dealt
with it in the past?
TFEAof course, the best example
of how we have dealt with the problem
of recession is what we did during the
1930s...during the Great Depression.
FordThe Great Depression...hmmm, I like that, it’s catchy. I bet
that’s where Johnson got his "Great
Society" from. Exactly what was the

comment
Great Depression?
TFEAYou must have heard of it
Mr. President, it was in all the papers.
FordNo matter, don’t bore me with
all the small details. What did we do to
whip it back then?
TFEABasically, we got into WWII.
FordA war huh? Pretty shrewd
thinking. Wars always shoot new life
into the economy, don’t they?
TFEAAs a rule they do, sir. But
before the war we launched massive
work projects funded by the federal
government to pump money into the
economy and raise employment.
FordNow I think you’re on to
something. See how productive these
brainstorming sessions can be?
TFEAOf course. Back then they
built post offices, federal buildings,
highways...
FordHighways! I’ve always liked
highways. Sure, let’s build highways.
TFEABut you must consider
conflicts with your other economic
policies, like the crude oil import tax.
FordWhat about it? If you have
something to say, say it.

letters
the joke is on all of us
Editor:
Did you here the one about the Polack
who...?
In reply to the recent letter regarding
the distastefulness of Polish jokes, I
would like to say that I enjoy them. As a
matter of fact, I enjoy all good jokes, be
they about blacks, Jews, Chicanos,
Italians, Poles, or any other people.
I am very proud of my Polish
heritage and yet not too proud to laugh
at myself and my people. I have no fear
that I am a "dumb Polack" so why
shouldn’t I laugh? I certainly do not
consider this as "slander."
I consider it slander when one person
decides that everything said about his
race is derogatory. Maybe Mr.
When Polish relatives from the East

Past turnout in A.S. presider
elections has been equally pal

Unfortunately, voter turnout in
SJSU elections and referendums

of coverage Don’t be afraid to laugh, Weekly Bunzel
Editor:
Last Tuesday morning I gave your
assignments editor a lead and I am
unhappy to see the story not reported in
the Spartan Daily as yet.
As you know, there were heavy rains
the past two weeks. Those rains caused
the dirt parking lots along Fifth Street
to become very muddy. One large area
was completely under water so no cars
could park there, while students were
unable to find parking elsewhere in the
lots.
I suggested to your assignments
editor that he should have a reporter
investigate the situation. I indicated
that the problem might be relieved if
whomever is responsible would have
some fill brought to the parking areas
and leveled out. This would facilitate
drainage.
James Barrett
Junior, Journalism

has always been low. During
fall’s referendum on four rh
campus issues, only 1,767 stud
out of a potential 26,000 bothere
vote.

came to visit my family, we told Polish
jokes (spiced with a few other racial
and normal jokes I most of the time. We
certainly were not trying to slander
ourselves or each other. Why mostly
Polish jokes? Because they are funny
and, being Polish and others knowing it,
we hear them all.
I should think it is time for everyone
to take a good long look at themselves
and laugh.
After all, this world is in pretty sad
shape if we cannot laugh. And who are
the first people we should be able to
laugh at? Ourselves. Or maybe we’re so
perfect we aren’t funny?
Arlene (Mikolajezyk) Nichols
Junior, Psychology Major

column sought
Editor:
Many students might be interested in
a weekly open-ended column by our
university president, John Bunzel.
We understand that a university
president is a busy man. But the
president of our nation and the
governor of our state both set aside a
few minutes each week for a news
conference.
Surely our president can set aside an
equal number of minutes each week to
answer questions presented to him by
his students.
Perhaps issues like those in the
Economics Department could be
clarified by a give and take discussion.
Dr. Bunzel could choose to answer two
or three questions each week.
David Bicknell
Junior, R-TV Journalism

TFEAWell, I thought the idea of
tax was to decrease gasoline
decre
therefore
sumption,
automobile use.
FordI though you were suppose
be a top flight economic advise’
didn’t impose that tax to cut down
consumption, I did it to raise reven!
I had to figure out some way to get
money to fund all these tax rebat
have slated for the next couple of ye
Do you think I’m some sort of iclic
TFEAYou weren’t chewing
when you made that decision were y
FordOf course not. When I’m d(
the president’s work, I devote all
mental energy to just that. It woul
be fair to the American people tc
otherwise.
TFEAWell sir, let me just say tt
think you should think about the h
way idea a little bit more. I feel F
should have a better idea.
FordHighways, hminnun. I c(
build a big highway to Colorado. ’
might be another idea to take to
people.

Try a new
maintenen(
proceedure
Editor:
Semester after semester I h’
watched with growing dismay, SJ
ground maintenance crews throw
away, literally tons of orgi
material.
In looking around campus, one
immediately impressed with the
vious professional degree in wh
these men take their jobs. Well-k
lawns, flower beds, manicu
shrubbery and trees.
It seems a shame that th ;
professionals are over -looking
ignoring one of the most important
well as simplest principles of ecolog
putting back what you take out.
In defense, the well-worn reply
"We use fertilizers." Yes, but at w
cost to the university?
With the soaring, inflated costs
fertilizers, space to store it, wouldn’
be appropriate and professional
seek alternatives?
The simplest and cheapest, g ;
tlemen, requires no specializ
knowledge: Composting! Taking th
tons of wasted organic matter a
simply stacking them into piles
allowing nature to perform.
Robert
Senior, Environmental Stai
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By Jeff Mapes
Jose will probably
a centralized housing
ce funded by federal
sue sharing money, but
is delsate over who will
he program.
n Jose City Council
oved $160,000 Tuesday
for a housing service
ir that would provide
:e to renters and a
ng placement service.
e money would come out
Community
the
lopment Block Grant
ram that would give San
$18.5 million over the
three years from the
’al government.
steering committee,
by Council woman
nne Wilson, that made
mmendations to the
cil on how the money
Id be spent, has not
ified who would run the
ram.
could be the San Jose

Tenants Union, who con- specific proposals on how the
ceived the project, or it could center should operate.
Tenant union spokesman
be Economic and Social
Opportunities Inc., a private Jim Welsh, who is also A.S.
company funded by the housing director, said the
steering committee
is
federal government.
Or it could be the Santa making a "farce of citizen
Housing input" and that the union’s
Clara County
Development Corporation, a proposal is being "abused."
But steering committee
community
non-profit
member William Bell, who
organization.
The council] has not yet offered the motion to let
decided whether to allow contracts out to third-party
third-party groups to run the groups said the committee
program. It could decide to never made any promises to
have the city run the the tenants union.
Staffers for Wilson agree
program.
The San Jose Tenants no promises were made, but
say the groups would not be
Union has a volunteer-run
housing center at 255 E. allowed to re-write their
William St. and has proposed proposals, leaving only the
to use the present center as a tenants union in a position to
base for a city-wide housing run the center.
Economic and Social
center.
made
a
The union spokesman said Opportunities
they believe it should be proposal mainly concerned
considered before the other with buying land for the city
groups because it conceived to develop. It only made
the program and has made mention of a tenant coun-

seling service and did not
give details.
The
Housing Development Corporation asked for
funds to re-locate people
from federal housing into
homes that have been
repossessed. It
made no
mention of a housing center.
But Bell said the groups
would be able to come back
with proposals in "greater
detail" so the distinction
remains cloudy.
The city has decided only
that a housing center will be
funded.
City Manager Ted Tedesco
opposed the housing center,
saying the city "couldn’t
afford the luxury" of such a
program. He urged the
money be spent on street and
sewer repairs and other
projects that "directly reach
the people."
However the council
rejected
his
recommendation.

The
A.S.
Consumer
Switchboard is searching for
a new director the way one
would shop for a car or a
washing machine.
The switchboard wants the
best director its money can
buy.
According to Bill Clarkson,
who resigned as switchboard
director on Feb. 7 to become
head resident at Washburn
Hall, the new director should
be innovative, responsible
and "not afraid to step on
somebody else’s toes."
Clarkson, a New College
senior, said most people who
have
switchboard
experience do not qualify for
work study and only work
study students are eligible to
be directors.
Pam Heard, who has
worked on the switchboaro
for three semesters will act
as acting director until a new
director is hired.
The purpose of the
switchboard, Clarkson explained, is to "find where
students are being ripped off
or losing money, and try to
expose it."

Steve Leckie

Wait for Me!
WHICH WAY TO G0? -With tricycle in tow, young
Jason Olsen, 4%, ponders his route while friends Dory
and Karen Whitney wait expectantly outside Dudley
Morehead Hall.

ew class will reeducate future teachers

Society’s sexist attitude taught in school
heavier chores to boys and
the more clerical duties to
girls. Brody sees this as a
means of protecting the
masculine ego.
Elementary
schools
convey the role concepts
through subtulties such as
different athletic facilities
and activities for girls and
boys, she said.

By Donna Avina
xism in our schools is a
ction of the power
ture in our society,
rding to Dr. Celeste
class,
Brody’s
ly.
ism and Education,"
currently exploring
premise as it looks
location in its broadest
e," from kindergarten to
e 12.
e School of Education is
ing this topic for the
time as an exnental, two-unit course.

society itself.
It is no accident, Brody
believes, that picture books,
sentences in textbooks, and
the ’Jane helps Billy’ concept conveys to young
societies
children the
masculine-feminine power
concept.
The structure of the
societ3 economic , political
and socialrevolves around
this power concept, she said,
with the stereotyping serving as a reinforcement.
Little girls are taught that
they cannot do certain things
ody said the course will because of economics, she
yze socialization and the said, not because they are
try of schooling.
not capable of doing those
ody said the education things.
Brody said that before the
orms the necessary
tion of socialization sixth grade there is little
in a society, and the physical difference in girls
ent of that education will and boys. Between the sixth
ct the attitudes of the and seventh grades girls

Teachers pass along
stereotyped role-playing
through casual comments
and sex segregation of
students according to Brody.

Dr. Celeste Brody
become stronger.
It is about this time
teachers begin giving the

LS. Council puts off
xtra funds decision
S. council delayed action
Inesday on what to do
approximately $64,000.
he money was saved
n the state began funding
ructionally related acies (IRA) Jan. 1.
council had provided IRA
ling prior to Jan. 1.
recommendation from
n Rico, A.S. president

ampus
briefs

$64,000 figure could be
reduced because bills from
IRA programs prior to Jan. 1
are still arriving at his office.
The council decided to
delay a decision on the
freezing of funds until an
exact figure of IRA savings
is set.
In other council business, a
$75 funding request from
John Hummer of the
National Student Conference
Against Racism was set
aside.

asked the council to freeze
$55,000 of the total for use in
next year’s budget.
Stephanie Dean, A.S.
treasurer, asked that $30,000
be set aside.
Dean said the 1975-76
student government budget
is $432,000 or $28,000 less than
this year because of a drop in
student enrollment.
The treasurer said at least
$30,000 should be set aside to
make up the difference.
A.S. Business Manager
Greg Soulds reported the

Sometimes even the inflection of the teacher’s
voice, choice of words, or
manner of treating the two
sexes is enough to reaffirm

the roles. Brody said.
Children’s television,
even Sesame Street, she
said, is guilty of sexism
because of the type of roles
women play and the scarcity
of woman.
"Television commercials
portray the woman as the
chief consumer, Brody said.
The child sees this and absorbs bits and parts of the
role model portrayed.
a
Dana
Parsons,
credential candidate in
secondary education for
industrial studies, is one of
Brody’s 12 students in this
innovative course.
He said he’s interested in
the sexism in education

concept because he wants to
be able to approach his
future female students as
equals.
"It is obvious that women
have been cast by society in
the role of the underdog," he
said, and it helps to be able to
see and understand this
system."

15

Children

EL RANCHO
11.75 Pot Cato,
Jorge River
"LOS HOMBRES
NO LLORAN"
Enrique Guzman
"AGENTE SECRETISIMO"

Rated PG
Dean Martin
"MR. ROCCO"
"WESTWORLD"
"UPTOWN
SATURDAY NIGHT"

Rated R
Kung Fu Action
"BRUCE LEE AND I"
"CHALLENGE OF
THE DRAGON"
’ SHANGHAI CONNECTION

wants you
to go through
commencement.

Parsons said women office
workers,
holding
the
greati.st number of clerical
jobs, could not easily be
dismissed
without the
business tumbling down. But
so-called
the
men’s
leadership roles could be put
aside and the women’s work
force would continue to
operate the business.
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a smaller uncompromising
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Clarkson said the switchboard receives complaints
from students on consumer
matters and investigates the
problems.
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More power than our HP-35. 32 pre-programmed functions and operations vs. 22 for
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs all log and
trig functions, the latter in radians or degrees.
It’s our only calculator short of the I1P-45 that
lets you:
convert polar to rectangular coordinates, and
back again (->P,->R);
do full register arithmetic (M+, M, MX,
M +) ;
calculate a common antilog (10X) with a
single keystroke.
The HP-21 also performs all basic data
manipulations (1/x, )0’, VTC, *) and executes
all pre-programmed functions in one second or
less. In sum, it’s designed to solve tomorrow’s
problems as well as today’s.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces for our
HP-35.
Full display formatting.The display key (DSP)
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you control the num-

ber of places displayed. (The HP-21 always
uses all 10 digits internally.)
If a number is too large or small for fixed
decimal display, the 11P-21 switches automatically to scientific. It never confuses a smaller
number with zero.
Finally, if you give the I IP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display spells E -r-r-o -r.
RPN logic system. Here’s what this unique
logic system means for you:
You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying alsout hierarchies or re -structuring beforehand.
You can solve all problems your waythe
way you now use when you use a slide rule.
You solve all problemsno matter how complexone step at a time. You never work
with more than two numbers at once.
You see all intermediate answers immediately.
The I IP-21 executes each function immediately after you press the function key.
You can easily backtrack when you err. The
HP-21 performs all operations sequentially.

You can re -use numbers without re-entering
them. The I IP-2 I becomes your scratch pad.
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners, astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America’s Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals own H -P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Challenge our new I IP-2I with
your problems. See for yourself how much performance $125.00 can buy. If your bookstore
doesn’t have the HP -2I yet, call us at S0053 8-7922 (in Calif. S00-662-9862) for the
name of a dealer who does.
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FTE decline blamed on SJSU, Reagan
By Dan Williams
Why are students staying
away from SJSU?
Failure of SJSU’s administrators to recognize
student needs plus a conscious effort to keep students
out of higher education institutions by the former
Regean administration are
the main causes for an ongoing full-time enrollment
FTE ) drop at SJSU since
1969, according to Dr.
Marvin Lee, professor of
economics.
Dr. John Foote, dean of
academic planning, said
there could be "any number
of reasons."
And, Stephanie Dean,
associated students
treasurer, said, "Part of the
problem has to do with the
community. It’s (San Jose )
not an attractive place to
live."
SJSU’s student enrollment
has dropped sharply in the
past year and is expected to
slip even further next year,
according to projections
from the dean of academic
planning’s office.
Driving forces
"A substantial loss ( in
FTE (in due to the failure of
to
college
the

Stephanie Dean
recognize...what forces are
driving students," Lee said.
-Students are shifting
around trying to crediential
themselves" to be better
qualifed to compete for jobs,
Lee said, adding this is the
cause for the decline of
enrollments in the Social
Sciences,
and
the
Humanities and the Arts.
"Colleges have become a
holding ground for the
unemployed," he said,
discounting the national
rising
and
economy

John Foote
unemployment rates as
reasons for the FTE drop.
Administrative failures
Lee emphasised the failure
of the administration to face
up to the students problems
saying they "cut themselves
off from what is taking
place."
Lee said Reagan’s administration pushed to get
more students into the
community colleges. As an
example, Lee said, tuition
was
imposed
at
the
University of California and

vancing costs of higher
education. This is the reason
more students at SJSU are
taking fewer unitsusually
from the departments that
coincide with the student’s
career interest, he added.
When students work and
take fewer units, this affects
the overall FTE tally, he
said.
FTE is arrived at the
adding all enrolled units
together and dividing the
total by 15.
Lee did say, however, the
drop in FTE at SJSU is only
temporary and "eventually
things will turn around."
Asked whether the FTE
Dr. Marvin Lee
will continue to drop, Foote
of academic planning said,
tuition followed "a concious "I haven’t any idea. There
policy of eight years of are things that might continue it."
Ronald Reagan."
For instance, he said,
According
to
Lee,
Reagan’s policy was to place more students are attending
the responsibility of higher community colleges then
education "on the backs of transferring to a university
two-year
the
local property tax payers." because
Lee said the policy caused colleges are less expensive
unequal educational opFoote said FTE in the
portunities in many areas of California State Universities
the state.
and Colleges ( CSUC) in
Lee said more students Northern California appear
than ever before are to be on a downward trend
working part or full-time to while FTE at Southern
compensate for the ad- California campuses is up.

Self -hate, doubt and anxiety lessened

The tall, athletic-looking
Williams, 25, says the most
common straight image of a
homosexual is the effeminate man known to the
gay world as the nellie type.
"The gay community
offers much more variety
and is not nearly as
frightening and deviant as
straight society makes it. As
a group, I think gays lead
happier lives than straights,
despite society’s mark of
immorality tagged on us,"
Williams said.
He said a GSU planning
committee has suggested
picnics, a barbeque, showing
films and co-sponsoring a
dance with the San Jose
Metropolitan Church, made
up largely of gay men and
women, as activities this
summer.

But, Williams emphasized said Williams, "because so
it has been hard to draw gay many gays are either afraid
people to the meetings this to come to meetings or many
gays find no need for what
semester.
"For many people, its a GSU offers."
During the fall semester,
big risk to even walk through
the door (to the GSU several GSU members were
meeting). It takes courage to politically active.
Politically active
confront the stereotypes of
Led by SJSU student
the aggressive, promiscuous
male with nothing but sex on Spencer Nutting, the GSU
maintains successfully pushed for citymind,"
his
wide protection against
Williams.
of
Based on the federal discrimination
Kinsey Report on Sexuality homosexuals, principally
in America, Williams said city employment, under the
Action
about 2,100 gay men and Affirmative
women or approximately Program.
"Several members got
eight per cent of the
students, are enrolled at caught up in the excitemet of
the local and state elections
SJSU.
"But its unrealistic to last fall and felt it a good
think of how many gays time to push for gay reforattend GSU in terms of the m," explained Williams.
"But for the full-time
total number of gay students

’Pride in self-reliance keys
rise of peasantry’ Berger
By Jeff Mapes
The Chinese peasant has
risen from a "blundering
backwoodsman" to a people
who have pride in self
reliance, according to
Roland Berger, a trade
consultant who has visited
China over 25 times.
The peasant, the majority
of the Chinese population,
was in bad shape before the
communist takeover in 1949,
Berger said in speech
Wednesday night in San
Jose. Several years of war
before
1949
caused
widespread starvation and
no
effective
social
organization among the
peasants, he said.
Berger, who has recently
returned from China, first
saw the country in 1953 on a
tour
with
British
businessmen.
Berger
said
collectivization was just starting.
He was told by his hosts that
if every peasant could have a
metal hoe "that would be a
revolution."
Berger with obvious admiration, traced the advance
of Chinese agriculture in his

Roland Berger

two hour talk. Local communies took the initiative in
improving the life of the
peasant by deciding what
their own needs were, he
said.
"It’s a very democratic
process," he added.
The communes, which
consist of up to 25,000 people,

Daily dorm rates
set for summer

L

Allen Hall will be open this summer for day-to-day rentals
according to Evelyn Robinson, assistant housing director.
In an effort to attract seminar and conference guests, as
well as summer school students, the Housing Office is offering single and double occupancy rooms at reasonable
rates, Robinson said. Tentative daily rates are $2 per person
for double occupancy with no services and $6 per person for
double occupancy with maid service. Single rooms will be
available for an additional $2 per plan.
The rooms will be available with and without maid service.
Allen, the red brick dorm at 10th and San Carlos Streets,
will be open from June 1 until August 15.
A breakfast, lunch and dinner plan will be available to
guests for an additional $4.25 per day.

campus community has been
ignored (by the city). We are
making an effort,..., but we
need the city’s help," she
said.
She said prospective nec
students touring the area
find "the campus is fine, bui
the housing around the
campus is poor.
"It’s just not a neat place
to live," she said.
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Gay Student Union fights social myth
By Tom Sater
With the mass or negative
attitudes society has for
homosexuals, entering the
gay scene for the first time
can be a period of selfhatred, doubt and anxiety.
That is why the Gay
Student Union (GSU) at
SJSU is important as a
between
the
cushion
myths
of
negative
homosexuals
and
the
realities of gay life, maintains GSU Chairman Gregg
Williams.
Break stereotype
"Gay people have a place
to come and meet other gay
people. For the student new
to the gay scene, it can break
down
the
stereotypes
straight society tries to box
gay people into," Williams
said.

Foote
said
external
economics are one reason
students are more job
oriented now than in the
past, whereas Lee had
maintained more working
students are the result of
higher education costs.
"We have an awful lot of
working students," he said,
adding, "students are taking
fewer units, on the average."
The continuing drop in
FTE might also be partly
attributed to Computer
Assisted
Registration
(CAR),
Foote
said.
However, "I really think
they were minor," he added.
Stephanie Dean said
housing and safety codes are
not being enforced in San
Jose and added, "the
downtown
area
is
deteriorating."
"Our feeling is that the

Daily ClassifiE

divide the goods produced
and any profits. They also
form work brigades to build
housing, bridges and other
capital projects, Berger
said.
The peasants built many of
these earlier projects with
very few tools he said.
Berger recounted that he
saw 42,000 people building a
resevoir with only one
grader and using wooden
poles. The peasants, he said,
were literally "pulling
themselves up by their
bootstraps."
Berger said the peasant
now stresses self reliance,
especially since the cultural
revolution has weeded out
"the ideas of elitism."
This self reliance has
spread to the factories which
are run by committees
composed
of workers,
technologists and managers.
Each age group is also
represented, he said.
Women have also attained
some
over
equality
resistance from males,
Berger said. "Young women
are particularly tough," he
said, they often do more

work than the men.
The revolution ir the
countryside includes what
Berger calls backyard industry. Small coal mines and
fertilizer plants in the
agricultural
communes
account for over 50 per cent
of Chinas coal and fertilizer
output, he said.
The speech was sponsored
by the U.S.

student, being politicall
active can be exhausting
work, and I think many pays
will prefer to take it easier
this semester," he said.
Because the traditional
insocial
homosexual
stitution, the gay bar, is not
open to gay youth, Williams
said "coming out" to the ga
subculture for minors in the
past meant frequenting
public restrooms, popular
gay "cruising" parks and
truck stops to meet other
homosexuals.
The legal risks and limited
social contacts of such encounters many times make it
dangerous for the gay minor
"It makes much more
sense to me for gay people to
meet other gays on the basis
of common interests," said
Williams.
"VETERANS
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Little arnie alco has done it again.., he’s put together a giant
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KENVVOOD KR 240
Stereo Receiver Reg. S219.9
BSR 2310)
Automatic Turntable Reg. $69.9!
Two JENSEN Model :
Speakers Reg. $144.0(

$100

Total Regular Price $433.9(
ALCO’S DISCOUNT PRICE $333.90
One of the best sellers Alco has is the Kenwood KR 2400 stereo
receiver because of its positive customer response and reliability.
Powerful enough to probably blow your socks off. For the Price
and Quality, it can never be beat!

SINCE 1936

On a total price including tax of $353.93 you pay only $17.75 monthly for
24 months with an APR of 18.16% and a total deferred price of $426.00.
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Mythical I Felta Thi
’spawned’ into reality
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Survey reveals M.A.
may not be sufficient

t 1111

By Cheryl Downey
used to be a college joke
, the fraternity pracHy every guy on cam,ius
ited to join was the
lhical 1 Felta Thi.
’ell, now it’s possible
ause 1 Felta Thi, better
wn as IFT and also
bed by its members the
ional
Lampoon
of
temities, was actually
wned three years ago.
i probably the only ofal act of its existance,
Cunningham, IFT’s
sent president, wrote a
rter for the unofficial
up.
ther founders of IFT are
ky Black, the original
sident, Rick Korbel, who
the
from
duated
versity of Santa Clara,
I Steve Koppes, an SJSU
ale relations senior.
47 now has nearly 40
’sabers and, besides the
n chapter at SJSU, there
chapters at Chico, Santa
bara and at Cal Poly,
nona.
We offer an alternative to
rigid, controlled Greek
tern," said Koppes.
he Greek system ennpasses all of the
ernities and sororities on
npus, official student
anizations using Greek
er for their names.
The only criteria (for
mbership) is that you get
ig with the members, are
to have a good time and
’t let school interfere
h your education,"
berated Koppes.
!embers need not be
dents and don’t lose
graduating.
by
tus
;ording to Koppes, some
r members attend the UC
Cruz
and
the
lta

University of Santa Clara. thought the fraternities felt
Unlike other fraternities, threatened by IFT.
"It’s just a joke and it’s
!FT has no mandatory
meetings, no mandatory gotten to be bigger than it
dues, and no recruitment of really is," she said.
"I think it was kind of a
members, who, like the
officers, are just generally joke," commented Gina
Shuler, president of Alpha
agreed upon.
IFT, according to its Phi sororty. She didn’t
is
centered consider IFT a challenge to
members,
around sports and parties. the fraternities.
Barbara
Taylor,
a
We don’t charge our
friends to have a good time," member of Kappa Alpha
said Koppes. He said IFT Theta, said she did not think
throws open parties with free the fraternities resented IFT
at all. She said there was "no
beer.
"We don’t dislike anybody. animosity" and that IFT
We have good friends in acutally supported the
fraternities," empahasized Greeks by showing up at
Greek functions.
Koppes.
None of the fraternity
However, IFT members
members questioned (Kappf
say they feel they are
disliked by some members of Sigma, Pi Kappa Alpha,
Theta Chi, the largest Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu, Sigma
Pi and Theta Chi)) felt IFT
fraternity on campus.
Theta Chi has close to 50 %Pas a threat to the fratermembers including active nities.
"The’re not hurting us at
members and active alumni,
according to vice president all," said Buddy Parsons,
president of Kappa Sigma.
Dave Swans.
Swarts said he thought But, he said, if there were a
there was competition lot of alternates to fraterbetween Theta Chi and IFT nities like IFT it could hurt
in sports. He said any fric- the GrePk system.
tion between the two groups
"I think IFT is a great
might have come up when bunch of guys," said Parsome daughters of Theta Chi sons, "I consider them a
(an affiliated organization) local fraternity."
supported IFT at the football
Parsons also thought IFT
playoffs last year.
members had the same type
Swarts said IFT members of brotherhood fraternities
come to Theta Chi parties had.
and vice versa.
John Weiland of Pi Kappa
However, when informed Alpha said, "I consider them
that a Delta Gamma sorority
IFT) a fraternity in almost
member had asked to every aspect." But he
remain anonymous to avoid doubted IFT had the
retaliation for supporting brotherhood that fraternities
IFT, Swarts said there do.
"could be some people in the
Taylor of Kappa Alpha
house" who would retaliate Theta said she though IFT
against a Delta Gamma.
was a fraternity. "I think
The unidentified member they promote spirit within
of Delta Gamma said she the Greek system even

ac squad’ image changed

Steve Blumenthai

I F E LTA TH I members of this alternate fraternity make a
throne for their currant president, Tim Cunningham.
though they aren’t Greeks "They’re missing a lot."
per se."
Bart Gach, another Sigma
The president of Delta Chi member said he though
Gamma, Betsy Doyle, said, IFT was like a fraternity in a
They’re Greek, they just lot of ways. He said IFT
the
don’t think they are." She doesn’t
have
said IFT has the social "Brotherhood the frateraspects of a fraternity but nities have, but they’re close
not the emphasis on to it."
scholarship and charities.
"I’d like to see ’em become
The
Delta
Gamma a fraternity," said Gach.
member who wished to
Rick Gaunt, the social
remain anonymous said, "In chairman of Sigma Nu,
a lot of respects, they (IFT) termed IFT a club or social
are just like a fraternity." group. "They don’t have the
She said IFT members close ties that fraternity
were "fun to be with" but members share," he said.
thought all of the fraternities
Pete Miller, starting guard
exect Kappa Sigma didn’t on the SJSU
varsity
really like IFT.
basketball team and a
Kappa Sigma President member of IFT for a year,
Parsons
agreed
most said he didn’t think IFT had
fraternities besides Kappa as much brotherhood as
fraternities.
Sigma disliked IFT.
"They’re not part of the
But he added, only five
Greek system," said Steve members of IFT live at the
Meador, secretary of Sigma IFT house on San Salvadore
Chi fraternity. He said he and 14th streets.
didn’t think IFT was a
Miller, the only married
fraternity and commented. member of IFT, said, I didn’t
want to joint a fraternity
because 1 didn’t want to have
a bunch of rules and
regulations I had to go by."
IFT is "just a fun thing"
with no obligations, according to Miller.

Campus security in transition
By Larry Rucks
We can go anywhere in
state to investigate a
me that occurred on
npus," said Earnest
triton, chief of campus
urity, discussing the
nsition of university
ice from primarily
lding security duty to
ce officer duties.
ccording to Quinton, the
nsition was because an
growth of the campus
nonstrations of the mid
i late 60s when the emasis suddently shifted
m building security to
trolling and often connting demonstrators.
Then were mainly a tac
tad to confront problem
as. We used off campus
urity personnel and even
rage
attendants
to
gment our force," he said.
Qualified force
ccording to Quinton a
re professional and
alified campus police
ce was needed because
side police agencies
ded to incite some
monstrators.

Earnest Quinton
"During the mid-60s
campus unrest, trustees and
regents came to realize that
they needed a police force on
campus that was more
responsive to the community
they served," said Sgt. Bill
Correll, university police
special services officer.
"In 1971," Correll said,
"the various departments on
each campus were placed

under section 830.2 of the
California Penal Code,
making us peace officers.
This is the same area that
makes the highway patrol
peace officers," he added.
"Previous to that time
we were no more than a
private citizens," he said.
Community recognition
University police are
peace officers responsible
for the campus and a one
mile radius around the
campus, there have been
problems in getting the
campus community to
recognize them as peace
officersnot merely as
security officers, said
Correll.
According to Correll,
many people do not know the
university police officers
train with the San Jose
Police and Santa Clara
County Sheriffs Department.
All investigations
Correll also said many
people do not know the
university police do all invesitgation on the felony and
misdemeanor cases occuring on campus.

Only crimes of a very
serious nature such as rape
or homicide would prompt
the San Jose police to be
called to investigate, he said.
Sgt. Al Heiken of the San
Jose Police Department,
who has had contact with the
campus,
believes
the
transition university police
have undergone is a good
thing.
"We really don’t see that
much of them since they are
a police department in their
own right," he said.
This, according to Keiken,
is in contrast to the old days
when the San Jose police had
to be called in to investigate
even minor thefts and
burgalaries occuring on
campus.

spokeswoman for Wild on
Monday said they were
trying to "break through the
’beautiful people’ and plastic
people scene."
Angelo, a former publisher
of a nightclub review
nagazine, said there is more
stress in the current
nightclub scene than in
working eight hours per day.
The stress, he added, is
brought on by anxiety and
uncertainty in one’s status in
relationship to the rest of the
people in the club. This
stress, he said, is exactly
what people are going to
nightclubs to escape from
after working all day.
Membership, according to
Angelo, will be closed at
2,000 members; 1,000 men
and 1,000 women.
The group currently has a
membership of 1,400 according to Lambert.
Angelo said most of the
members in the group are
people confident in them-

selves and open to social
change.
Membership cards are
available from any Kappa
Sigma member from the
Wild on Monday office, 2273
De La Cruz Blvd.

*

*

Often education students
must go out of the area, or
out of California to get
needed training, the survey
shows.
"We aren’t allowed to give
anything beyond the Masters
unless it is for a specific
credential," Chapman said.
The Donohoe Act, enacted
in 1960, gives the university
of California system exclusive right to establish
doctoral programs.
Although San Jose State is
called a -university" now, it
is a change in name only.
Chapman said.
"It sounds prestigious but
we weren’t authorized art
additional work because ot
the title," he said.
Graduates who find they
need to get a doctorate either
for advancement, or for
further training in the field,
find it difficult to gain admittance to programs in this
area.
The only universities that
offer a Doctorate in
education in
Northern
California are Stanford and
Berkeley, according to
Chapman.
Space limitations make it
difficult to get into the
Berkeley program, he said.
Those who can afford to
may apply for admission to

Stanford’s program, but they
will still not receive training
necessary for field work,
Chapman said.

PRECUT
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They made him a rock star
Then they made him a god.
11(11s:
l’ I201 It
II MI
)1 IsilSIA Ill(
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all

(’This is
not a movie
about
Paul McCartneV,
John Lennon,
George Harrison,
Nlick Jagger,
Jim Morrison,
Bob Dylan,
Jim’ Hendrix,
or Janis Joplin
It’s only a story
but it could be
the story of
all of them

Recycle
’Wild Monday’ group
seeks social changes Book Store
formed
newly
ganization seeking to
ange the social structure
nightclub activity has
and its way to SJSU.
The fratenity Kappa
ma is currently working
campus representative
a group calling itself Wild
Monday.
According to Wild on
snday spokesman Art
igelo, the purpose of the
oup is to change the social
ructure ot the "meat
srket" nightclub.
The "meat market" atssphere of most nightabs, exists, according to
igelo, because of anxiety
d ego trips people go
rough to find a suitable
rtner.
The basic idea of Wild on
snday is to create a place
ennatural
a
tth
ronmenta place where
en and women can meet on
equal basis, Angelo said.
Lambert,
Lynne

By Irene Helm
Graduates from SJSU’s
School of Education must
often leave California to
pursue advanced studies
necessary to their jobs.
According to a recent
survey of alumni conducted
by Dr. Roger Chapman,
associate professor of administration and higher
education, a large percentage of graduates find
they need more training
after receiving an M.A. in
Education.
James Noah, director of
university relations, indicated that engineering
graduates
often
find
themselves in the same
position.
Chapman says new federal
and state programs are one
reason education graudates
must return to school.
For example, the state
funded Early Childhood
Education program has very
stringent regulations
regarding how allocated
money must be spent and
graduates need to learn how
to administer the program,
according to Chapman.
"Funding agencies are
tightening regulations to
insure that money is used
properly, and administrators
had qu;le a shock recently
when they were required to
return thousands of dollars
that was improperly spent
for various programs," he
explained.
In January 1973, Chapman
sent questionnaires to 260
alumni who received administrative credentials
here between 1968 and 1973.
One of the areas it attempted to measure was
interest of graduates in postand
post masters
administrative training.
Of the 165 respondents, 40
per cent said they were
required to take renewal or
refresher work in connection
with their present assignment or for advancement
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Clouds surround sprinter’s transfer
By Nick Naseh
Sprinter Millard Hampton’s transfer from SJSU to
San Jose City College is an
accepted fact according to
everyone concerned, but the
views of what happened are
as many as the parties involved.
State high school champion in the 220-yard dash last
year in a time of 20.9
Hampton left SJSU after one
semester.
Hampton, SJSU track
coach Ernie Bullard, City
College coach Bert Bonanno
and his assistant Bobby
Poynter, Hampton’s coach
at San Jose’s Silver Creek
High School last year, all
have different assessments
of the situation.
"The main reason I
transferred wasn’t so much
the track, but education. I
didn’t think I was getting
enough out of school at San
Jose State, so I decided to
transfer to City College,"
Hampton said.
"Track came first at San
Jose State, but education
comes first to me," Hampton
said. "I wanted to get closer
to the teachers."
One of the reasons
Hampton came to SJSU was
for the aid of a scholarship to
help him finance his way
through school. He was
considered the best 220 man
in the nation among high
school prospects.
Bullard said he and his
assistants, Don Riggs and
Larry Livers, work closely
with their athletes in helping
them take the proper courses
and are always available for
consultation on academic
matters.
"We do as much to help
them in their classes as
anyone or any other track
programs," Bullard said. "I
think he came to SJSU to
clear his letter of intent."
Hampton signed a national
letter of intent to SJSU last
spring.
Past rule
When asked why Hampton
did not go to City College

Millard Hampton

Ernie Bullard

Bert Bonanno

Spartan Daily

sports
directly from high school,
Bullard cited a past rule.
If Hampton had not attended SJSU for one
semester, he still would have
had to honor his letter of
intent upon graduation from
a two-year college. This rule
is no longer in effect.
Additionally Hampton will
not lose a year of eligibility
by the transfer to a community college because
National Collegiate Athletic
Association ( NCAA ) rules do
not apply to community
colleges.
Hampton would have lost a
year of eligibility if he had
transferred to a four-year
college or university.
While he said he does not
blame Hampton, Bullard
said he believes Hampton’s
transfer was not initiated by
the sprinter. "An 18-year-old

can’t do it on his own," the
SJSU coach said.
Bonanno and Poynter said
they did not influence
Hampton.
Alerted Bullard
Bonanno pointed out that
when Hampton expressed
interest in attending City
College after the state high
school track meet last June,
Bonanno
immediately
alerted Bullard of the
situation.
Bullard acknowledged this
and said Livers, Riggs, then
Spartan Foundation
President Ben Reichmuth
and John Moran, owner of
Alameda Sporting Goods and
Hampton’s employer at the
time, met with the sprinter
and convinced him to stay at
SJSU.
Bonanno said because he
earlier informed Bullard of

Hampton’s plans, Hampton
did not discuss a possible
transfer with him.
"Last time I tried to get
out you turned on me,"
Bonanno said Hampton told
him.
Poynter said he had not
talked to Hampton very
often since high school
because Hampton had
moved from the Silver Creek
neighborhood.
Poynter said he had not
intended to coach this year,
but was persuaded by
Bonanno to join the City
College staff.
Both coaches alumni
Bonanno and Poynter are
both SJSU graduates and
Poynter was a sprinter when
Bonanno was a Spartan
assistant from 1957 to 1960.
Bonanno assumed the
head post at City College in

Fresno State could be trouble
for cagers despite 2-4 record
By Dan Bertellotti
Fresno State is the type of basketball team that can give
even the best team trouble on any given night.
The Bulldogs have the offensive power to scare even the
most confident coach. But because of some inadequacies on
the defensive end, the ’Dogs’ are only 13-9 on the year and 2-4
in PCAA play.
And they will be trying to make it 14-9 as they come into
Civic Auditorium Saturday night to take on SJSU in an 8:05
PCAA game.
Since Thursday’s Long Beach-San Jose game was played
after press time, the Spartans may have been eliminated
from a chance at the PCAA crown.
If the Spartans downed LBSU, then they retained their slim

Net

hopes, but a loss ended all hopes.
Fresno State’s biggest win of the year came at the most
unlikely place, the Long Beach Arena. LBSU had won 77
straight home games until the University of San Francisco
beat the 49ers in the arena early this season.
But the Bulldogs tripped up the 49ers, 71-69, on a lastsecond jumper by Roy Jones.
In the latest stats released by the PCAA, San Ji,..,e dropped
to second in team offense behind San Diego State. The
Spartans are now the worst defensive team in the PCAA,

1969 and both he and Poynter
said they had talked of
Poynter joining the City
College staff since 1970.
Bullard said he expected
that Hampton might want to
join his high school coach as
soon as Poynter went to City
College.
"It would be natural for
Hampton to want to join his
high school coach and we
saw nothing wrong with
that," Bullard said. "We
figured we better keep on top
of him (Hampton)."
Hampton decided to go to
City College as a result of
personal
and
family
problems, as well as a lack of
communication between he
and the coaching staff, he
said.
"He never communicated
his unhappiness to us,"
Bullard said. He said as
recently as two days before
Hampton told Bonanno of his
transfer, Hampton was
talking "positively."
"Bonanno and Poynter
didn’t even know of my
decision until I walked up to
them and told them I’m in
school," Hampton said.
Bonanno
and
Poynter
confirmed this.
told
Hampton
When
Bonanno, Feb. 5, the City
College coach immediately
set out to find Bullard and
tell him. Bullard was ill and
could not be reached.
"I got in my truck an went
right over to the track,"
Bonanno said. Bonanno
talked to Riggs, but said he
wanted to talk to Bullard
personally.
The next day Bonanno
came to SJSU in search of
Bullard, but the SJSU coach
was still ill.
Caine informed
Bonanno instead talked to
SJSU Athletic Director John
Caine who said Bonanno
informed him of Hampton’s
transfer.
"My conscience is clear,"
Bonanno said and he
repeatedly mentioned in
interviews with the Daily
that he considers Bullard a

good friend of his
Bonanno
noted
that
athletes transferring from
four-year to two-year schools
are not an unusual situation.
He said he does not understand the furor over
Hampton’s transfer.
Bonanno
said
City
has
presently
College
transfer athletes from
Oregon and Tennessee,
defending NCAA track
champion, on their track
team.
Both Bonanno and Poynter
pointed out that City College
has nothing to offer in the
way of scholarships as SJSU
does.
a
"If there
wasn’t
scholarship involved I
wouldn’t have stayed at

SJSU," Hampton said.
Bullard said Hampton did
not transfer to City College
until picking up his last
check"
"allotment
scholarship).
As for motive on the part of
City College, out to get SJSU.
They noted that all of the

City College track staff
SJSU graduates, inclu
Gary O’Sullivan who c
peted for Bullard.
Bonanno interested
Bonanno did not deny
City College had an inte
in Hampton when he wa
Silver Creek.
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After college, will you
get the job you deserve?

allowing 77 points a game.
The Fresno State-San Jose game will be broadcast over
both KXRX (1500-AM land KSJS (90.7-FM) starting at 8 p.m.

tourney concludes tomorrow

111) Ross Farrow
Because rain postponed
the opening round of the
Northern California Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament Wednesday, one
round of doubles matches
were added to today’s
schedule of two singles
rounds.
The tourney will conclude
tomorrow at noon with
championship singles and
doubles matches on the

Gym squad
meets ’Dogs
at Fresno
Ihe women gymnasts
travel to Fresno tomorrow
for their first away meet
after winning four consecutive contests at home.
The Spartans will dual
Fresno State University and
Cosumnes River Community
College in a triangular meet.
After
upsetting
the
University
of
Nevada Reno Tuesday,
SJSU is favored to beat both
Fresno and Cosumnes.
A season-long weakness of
the team, having only three
advanced gymnasts, has
been almost eliminated with
the promotion of Kay
Bummann, who advanced
from intermediates.

Spartan courts at S. 10th and
Humboldt streets.
Four SJSU netters won
early -round matches
yesterday.
Hank Pfister, fifth-seeded
in the tournament, won his
opener
over
Dennis
Alexander of Fresno State, 61,6-11.
Joe Meyers, No. 7 seed,
defeated John Davis, also of
Fresno State, 6-1, 6-1.
Andy Moffat beat Jim Wile
of UC Davis, 6-1, 6-4. He
played Pat Dupre of Stanford later yesterday afternoon. Dupre, fourth seed
in the tourney, defeated Bill
Bernal of San Francisco
State, 6-1, 6-0.
Bob Hansen beat Steve

IC

Hahn of California, 6-4, 6-1,
but had the unenviable task
of meeting Stanford’s Nick
Saviano, third seed, later in
the afternoon. Saviano put
away Douglas Longyear of

UC Davis, 6-3, 6-0.
The Spartans should end
up fighting Cal for second
place in the tournament,
according to coach Butch
Krikorian.

Astor’s Auto Wash
Cok-Op for Cm, Motorbikes, Trolls’s, Motors
Hot Wox-50‘

Voe-5 milutes-25’

Open 24 hours
732 S. First St.

804 Lincoln Ave.

Joint effort
coffee house

CHARLIE MIIIIIILEWHITE
BLUES BAND
FRIDAY 21st

STUDENTS $1.50

Let’s face it, things aren’t equal in today’s job market. Even with a college degree. But
the Air Force has jobs that fit your college education, on an equal opportunity basis.
The Air Force is deeply involved to provide understanding for its people about the
sensibilities and sensitivities of others. Doing its part to make things better. We’re not
perfectyet. But brother, we are getting there.
There are many job opportunities open to you as an officer in the United States Air
Force. You may consider being a pilot or navigator.
And don’t overlook the Air Force ROTC Scholarship Program. Scholarships that
cover full tuition, rennbursement for textbooks, lab and incidental fees. Plus an allowance of $100 a month and flying lessons.
Apply, qualify, and enroll in Air Force ROTC at
San Jose State University, San Jose, CA.
Put It All Together in Air Force ROTC
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rtIst helps
vanced
t students
By Mary Edwards
e years ago Sean Scully
orking as a plasterer’s
er in London.
had to get up at 6 every
ing and I thought,
e must be something
" Scully said in an
iew last week.
he said, he decided to
art school, but, "I got
d down at every art
1 in London, which is
bly a record."
Ily is now a professor at
’helsea School of Art in
and is considered one of
and’s leading artists.
represented
Great
n in a recent show at
use= of Modern Art
ris, and his works have
shown
at
the
igious Rowan Gallery
ndon.
is at SJSU as visiting
tin conjunction with the
ram set up by Professor
rt Freimark.

Scully said he thinks that
the development of an individual’s potential is the
result of a personal need to
find the best way to spend his
life.
"I don’t think there’s any
such thing as talent," Scully
said. "I don’t believe in it.
"I think it’s something
that’s been invented to rob
people of their potential. You
build talent or develop it.
"Anything’s possible," he
said.
Of his own abstract work,
Scully said, "I’m not trying
to make big, flashy icons to
hang on the wall.
"A lot of painters paint at
toward
or
something
something and I don’t,"
Scully said, adding that
neither method was good or
bad, just that he is most
interested in the process of a
painting.
"A work testifies to its own
history," Scully said. "If you
build a brick wall, for instance, that wall will
demonstrate how it’s done."
A similar demonstration of
the history of each painting
is what Scully tries to
achieve.
"I don’t try to disguise
what I do," Scully said, "I’m
very interested in what
happens."

Lecture given
ully gave a lecture and
show last week on "The
ess of Painting," and he
d about his work and
of six other conrary British artists.
’ve never had any idea
(my paintaings) were
g to turn out," Scully

Pete

but on-stage music wili be
provided by a combo
specializing in songs from
that era. Choreography was
done by Barbara Valente
and scenery was designed by
Steven
award -winning
Wathen.
Advance tickets can be

ob

who will be on campus until the end of February.

Scully said that when he
starts a new painting he has
no firm idea of what it will

picture or sculpture. They
relate what they do not only
to an appearance, what the
thing looks like, but I also) to
what’s been carried on and
how you arrive at the last
interpretation."
Scully will be working with
advanced painting students
for the next week. At the end
of the month, he and a group
of students will attend his
current exhibition at the La
Tortue Gallery in Santa
Monica.

Guild play
opening at
SJ theater
The San Jose Theatre
of
production
Guild
"Figaro’s Marriage" opens
at 8 tonight in the Montgomery Theatre at the
corner of San Carlos and
Market streets. Call 287-1858
for advance tickets.

aratoga Civic Theatre
remiers "Marathon ’33"
le
Saratoga
Civic
atre
is
presenting
irathon 33" beginning
ght.
lis based-on -fact play
onicles June Havoc’s
ariences as a marathon
the
during
cer
iression. Directed by
it
is
Plato,
land
Tommended for mature
iences only" and was
ten by Havoc about her
nories.
iirty-five actors dance
r way through the
Inmunity Players
iuction, portraying 3,100
Ts of non-stop dancing.
Depression dance craze
ie people to obsessive
Is of endurance.
he show is not a musical

arts

VISITING ARTIST -Sean Scully is a leading English artist

English artist visits
said. "All I knew was that
they were going to be pretty
pictures."
Scully said that when he
paints the results are "unpredictable" because he
doesn’t have a finished piece
in mind when he begins.
No accident
"Nothing happens by
accident," Scully said, and
explained that this abstract
paintings are "woven pictures that demonstrate the
way they’re woven."
"There’s no getting away
from the way these pictures
are done," Scully said.
"What’s underneath is never
obscured."
Scully showed slides of the
works of six other British
artists-Alan Boston, Keith
Milow, Bill Jacklin, Alan
Green, Edwina Leapman
and Nigel Hall-and talked
briefly about the process
each uses in doing a painting
or sculpture.
Process important
"They’re very different
stylistically," Scully said,
"but they all agree on the
basic reason for making a

will perform

obtained by calling the
Saratoga Civic Theatre at
578-1997. The tickets will be
$3 for all performances
except tonight’s, which will
be $3.50 a seat.
The theater is at 13777
Fruitvale Avenue.

THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT
(Independent Service Dept.)

look like when it’s completed. He said he is trying
now to get back to the
"basics" and discover new
relationships
in
his
technique.
Though it is "difficult to
come 6,000 miles into
someone’s studio," Scully
said he feels his two weeks at
SJSU will be helpful to him.
"The more interest, the
more enlightenment you
have, the more interest life
has to have," he said, and
added he thinks an artist, in
particular, needs to cultivate
that interest.

(

The

The J. J. Johnson Review,
an electric band from the
Santa Cruz Mountains, will
perform at the Showcase
Theatre, 13200 Hwy. 9, in
Boulder Creek this Saturday
at 8 p.m.
Also on the bill is Abe
Christopher, an acoustical
guitarist and folksinger.
Tickets are $2 at the door.

Santa Clara
984-0610

announcements
LEARN SELF HYPNOSIS. Help
Yourself to improved grades,
proved perception. improved
memory, improved concentration, &
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner, 371,2992
College age classes at
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
termediate students Small daises.
individual
attention.
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant. Director. 241,1300.
The Christian Science Organization
would like to invite everyene to its
Thursday evening meetings at 7.30
p.m. in the Student Chapel (located
between the men’s and women’s
gyms)
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
Wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sizes, styles
and colors Traditional creamy
white. flowery pastels, bordered or
plain Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding invitations Deal direct for
decided savings. Special offer for
SJSU students Present this ad and
receive a special discount on any
order
Town and County Duplicating
10321 S. Sunnyvale-Saratraga Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 204131.
Al Pacino digs up corruption in the
New yore police Dept ii, SERPICO
Special Shows 7 8. 10 pm $100. this
Friday, Feb 21st in Morris Dailey
Aud. Presented by Alpha Phi
Omega

automotive
JourneyMan Mechanic will save you S
on auto repairs. WSW repairs on
Foreign cars. Minor only on
American cars. Co. VW tune up $25
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEODES 147.3044
- --- -FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
Good Student Discount Hassle Free
Quote Excel. Rates. JIM BRYANT
249 0100

Help Root The Spartan Basketball Team
To Its Best Season In 20 Years.
One fine PCAA opponent remains
Fresno State, Sat. Night
8:05 P.M. -San Jose Civic

STUDENT TICKETS $1 EACH

Courier

two enchiladas with

Classes forming now
evenings and Saturdays

Skis OIL poles St beets Se. rug 110
Danish chair $II, Bike NI 449 So 10111
St Apt 1

Francisco, Box Mire Phone 434-4’
A ko Ti,ketron, M.ny’s & leading agen,,i.

99c

rice and beans

Also FCC 1st class
license course

Now that you have tried our food, we are
Continuing our special by popular demand.
If you haven’t tried our food, now is the
time to do so, at a saving. We are open
for breakfast, lunch and dinner Mon. thru
Thurs. 11 am -9 pm, Fri-Sat 9 am to midnight, and Sun 9 am -9 pm. Come try us!

Dave Ware School
of Broadcasting
1901 S. Bascom, Campbell.

377-6000

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED TO
SHARE LC, HOUSE
BLK FROM
CAMPUS WITH 2 GIRLS 575 MO
UTIL. OWN BEDROOM 1e9 NM or
354 3370.

Guitar-Al ***** ccoust w-ndwd case
Immaculate cond 2., yrs old 5125
firrn Call eves I weekends. 225 S030
NEVER USED SKIS. Rossignol ST 650
190crn. 5215 value, sell $190 or of
ter. Wood skis 205cm, bindings,
boots size 9 S15, 290 1390 after 6 ask
for Norm

4 room 2 bath apt. for I. 550.00 each
uto paid phone 251 2750

help wanted
lost and found
"JOBS IN ALASKA" handbook-how
to work and live in Alaska. Latest
pipeline information. $3.00. KIA,
Box 7. Norwich Vt. 05055

00 REWARD FOR RETURN OF
CHURCH MUSIC TAKEN FROM
CAR FEB 4 KEEP CASE. MUSIC
NEEDED. NO QUESTIONS CALL
9467190

Part-time peopie to teach frog en
terrorise to potential entrepreneurs
Call Mersa! Assoc . ph 257330$. 0 17
noon, and 6 7,30 P M. No exp. nec

personals

Help as fight inflated lead prices.
volunteers needed Call 494 0263

Single Adults, Enrich your life by
attending coffee, fellowship & Bible
study, 8 45-10.15 am. Sundays, Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (behind Sears,
San Carlos 0. Meridian) Provision
for children

housing
SPACE FOR STUDIO OR WORK
SHOP FR0M505423.1331
SANTA CRUZ Al LOCATION

MEN-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
No experience required Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer lob or career Send 5300 for
information. SEAFAX. Dept. Cl
P.O. 110x 2049. Pori Angeles,
Washington 99362.

Club Co.att
San Jose Bell
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking. linen & maid
service, color T.V. Ping pang. kit
chen facilities, Inside cdurtyard,
grand piano, free coffee. 211.50 week
share; 79.50-14.50 Mo. share,
109.50-up single. 202 So. 15th St.
Pho. 293.7374.

Understanding female sought to share
apt with sensitive young man
W C P and voice defect Call 290
2300 after 5 00 P

Mother Olsons-10 locations-19.00 &
20.50 wk share, 2750 1 2080 wk
single-discount or monthly rates
122 N 8th St Pho. 293.7374.

Are you interested in starting a
fraternity? A rewarding challenge
that won’t require too much of your
time If so contact Larry 9114.2030 or
Vince 251 4157

Male Roommate Wanted: Lux apt.
nr. Saratoga and 200. Own room.
Fury., Color TV., $700 mo. & util.
Non smoker preferred. 296.1060. Ed.
Clean, owlet Porn. Rm. far I girl. IL
Kitch Prin. 570 a rno. 4 dep. & all
util. pd Near SJSU. 293 4401
comings.

89 E. San Fernando
(between 2nd and 3rd)

TOY, paper read. edited for a modest
leo Experienced and thorough
Tutorial approach. Expert typing,
short notice Joe 371 4497

3 lines
4 Imes
5 lines

$1.50
2.00
2.50

6110.5

3.00

days
2.00

2.50
3.00
3.50

Five
days

Each
addi
Ilonal
day

240
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.35
.35
.35
.35

50

.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

Minimum Three Lines One Day

issues) $25.00

Check a Classification

Entertainment
I For Sale

I

removed
Hair
Unwanted
professionally by a Registered
Nurse Electrologist. Ph. 265.1440. 1 1
PM. 21116 Lincoln Ave,
Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does at ta
the price with twice the quality.
WHY PAY MORE? 12 years of
satisfied customers. Phone 9964202
for free estimate,
SNORT
NOTICE
TYPING
REASONABLE My home--Soy 3/19.

FREE CALENDARS TO STUDENTS
Self service dry cleaned sweaters.
pants, blouses, most dresses 35
cents EACH
Kelly 6. Louise’s
Cleaners 555 E Santa Clara at 12th
Noah’s Ark Pre-School 730 So. Second
st., San Jose, phone 275 0461. Rates,
Full time S90 per month. Part
time-13 per t day or 55 per full
day. Qualified staff Friendly at
most:Mere
Experienced Thesis Typis-Master’s
R000rts-Dissartations. Marianne
Escobar Ave
Tamberg- 137
Telephone 356 4240, LOs Gates
WRITING AND RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE.
TYPING, EDITING
CALL 961.4620.
JOSS-Austrlia.
OVERSEAS
America. Africa
Europe. S
Students all professions and oc
cupations 5700 to 130110 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime. Sight
seeing Free information. TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO. Dept. Al.
PO Box 603. COrte Madera, CA
9491S.
EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electric
Term Papers, Reports. Thesis. etc
Dependable. Mrs. Allen 294 1313.
LESSONS
PIANO
&
Classical. Blues, Jazz, Chord
theory, ImprOvillation, IS yrfl. Exp.
9411 3825
Prof. Typing-fast. accurate.
Caned’! theses, reports. etc
Dependable -Mrs. Aslanian WS 4104
LAW SCHOOL
MEDICAL,
APPLICANTS: Have you applied
for 1975 classes, but without success
solar’ Perhaps we can help you get
an acceptance Box 16140. St Louis,
MO 63105

=I=
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA -0
RIENT Student flights year round
Contact RCA 11687 San Vincente
Blvd number 4 L S Calif 90049
TEL 13131 0265609, 826 0955
LOW COST TRAVEL
Europe, Orient /South America
TRAVEL CENTER
243$ Durant Avenue
Berkeley. Ca 94704
1051 5411 7000

Print Your Ad Here:
(Count approx. 37 letters and spaces

Print name

.50

Semester rate (all

, Announcements

. Gentle.
WEDDING PHOT
All Natural Color, photography ter
your wedding. YOu keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call fur details
Photography by Dale Maggio 792
26015Evenings

50
PARIS...AM
MADRID... LONDON
STUDENT 1.0. CARDS
SHIPS BAIL PASSES LOW
IC
COST TRANS
FLIGHTS...YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS...FREE TRAVEL IN,
FOR...INTEREUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS...WORK
MICHAEL
ABROAD...CONTACT
OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 235 E. Santa Clara. No 710,
SAN JOSE CA, 95113 14081 787.1301,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN tam -17
noon.

Classified Ad!

Three Four
days days

Each additional line add:
.5(1
50

Professional Typist, fast, accurate,
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
249.3964.

with a

(Classified Rates
Two

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area One low price Of 580 includes
the full service of a PROFESSION.
AL PHOTOGRAPHER, sixty color
prints of your choice, a gold and
white "Our wedding" album, a
complete set of color slides, and
BR iDE KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES.
There is no extra charge tor
photography anywhere in Northern
California, and no time limits
Additional retouched textured color
prints may be purchased at any
time, with to 7’s at 51.00 each, and
each. All work is
O 10’s at 5200.
guaranteed to your satisfaction
Make an appointment to see our
ssainpl-then decide Open every
evening until 10 p.m. For FREE
BRIDAL PACKET call 257 3161

Find It, Say It

Dorm contract tor fah. Save 130 or
better off regular dorm price, For
more information call 99111.30117.

One
day

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Papers Term
SERVICE
manuscripts-lefters. 75 cents a
page. Kitty Carter 262 1923.

gm=

Buy It, Sell It,

Extra Iris 1 Bed 8140 Util pd. on bus.
near shops.near 101. MAYFAIR
ARMS 1670 E. Santa Clara Mgr No.
102. Ph 251,2257 or 244,7466.

it Automotive

Available At Spartan Gym Ticket Office 12-5 pm

STUDENT DISCOUNT
($1.00 With 1.1.3.)

For GROUP SALES call
776-7614
The Little Fox Theatre 533 No’,

Mexican restaurant

for sale

Turquoise Rings I Beads and Silver
lets For Sale at 0111 East
*
William Street MI 1202
- SLEEPING BAG, GOOSEDOWN, 31$
fill, MUMMY RED, VERY WARM,
S45-offer CALL SCOTT. 2921149 or
241.711411.

Pis price, 15 Min
before curtain)

Disc Jockey

FURNISHED I BORM. APT. CLEAN
I QUIET, Water I Garbage god
Tenant parking 1135 mg Near SJSU
Summer rates available 2917232 or
292 4059

CALCULATOR POCKET
’75
NEVER USED1 8 Digits, Auto per
cent, Constants. Big Display, More’
Orig Boo, Full Yr. Guar. & Xtra
Batteries no saa to Appreciate
20.2139

STUDENT RUSH

LA PLAZITA

Room available for female to balance
coed house We eat and do chores
together Rent 160 PO So 611, St 295
2534 anytime

s-large variety
Flocked Velvet
OM each. New summer king site
tapestries SSW Incense pack of 25
for 50 cents. Large variety of pat
chef. Iron transfers Imported
walking canes from India Pipes and
lhas Strobe lights. King
site Indian bedspreads,
variety of black lights, one block
from the college 00 E San Fernando
St

MID

SPECIAL

Al Pacino digs up corruption in the
New York Policy Dept in SERPICO.
Special Shows 7 6. 10 pm 11 00. this
Friday. Feb 2Ist in Morris Dailey
Aud Presented by Alpha Phi

Economy repair service for economy cars

IT’S NOT OVER YET

The Charlie Musselwhite
Blues Band will be appearing at the Joint Effort
Coffee
House
tonight.
Tickets will be sold at the
door and will be $1.50 for
students and $2 for nonstudents.
The three sets will begin at
8 p.m.
Musselwhite is a harmonica specialist who has
been recording since the
’50s. He has played with
many different recording
artists in the worlds of blues BLUES HARP -The Charlie Musselwhite Blues Band will apand blues-rock. His latest pear tonight at the
Joint Effort Coffee House.
album, released last September, is called "Charlie *
Musselwhite, Goin’ Back
Down South."
The Musselwhite Blues
from
Band is also scheduled for
next Friday at the Joint
Effort Coffee House.

ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR TWO
BEDROOM HOUSE. 11110 MO +
UTIL CALL 2460165

Alameda

Luv

CLOSING SOON!

classified

Toyota - Mazda- Datsun
3595

at Showcase

Blues band
on campus
tonight at 8

om plaster to art

By Mary Edwards
es what you call a
hot," SJSU professor
rt Freimark says of
Scully, the prominent
sh artist who is ut SJSU
he month of February.
ully, 29, is a professor at
helsea School of Art in
recently
land.
He
esented Great Britain at
use= of Modern Art
ris, and his works have
exhibited at the Rowan
ery in London.
is on campus as a
icipant in the visiting
t program coordinated
reimark. Three of his
s-a painting and two
graphs-are on display
e AS. offices on the
level of the Student

Electric band

Spartan Daily

cully guest of SJSU

siikys.

y
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Found

o Services
O Transportation
o Travel

.
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Gregory raps system
By Robin McNabb
After mistakenly going to SJSU instead of San Jose City
college ( SJCC ), Black comedian -lecturer Dick Gregory
twirled and dipped his way through a relentless barrage of
accusations against what he called aspects of "the white
racist system" Wednesday night.
Arriving through the side entrance of the SJCC theatre
30 minutes after the scheduled start of the 8 p.m. speech,
Gregory was met with popping flash cameras and a flock
of well wishers while a standing-room-only audience gave
him a standing ovation.
Dressed in a black leather waist coat and blue bell
bottom levis, Gregory took his position on the raised stage
for a three-how speech.
The speech evoked howls of laughter and periods of
thought-provoking silence from the mostly black student
audience.

The tall, slim comedian stroked his full beard, grasped
the chest-high lecturn and screamed, "This whole world
has gone crazy!"
"Only in America can there be economic shortages,
auto rebates, water and air pollution at the same time.
When we going to wake up?"
Suddenly leaping to the lecturn’s side and aiming his
right forefinger at the audience, the steely-eyed human
rights activist assailed the CIA in the first of repeated
attacks.
"This is the first time I’ve been to a speech in 10 years
where I’ve seen so many of you slimy government agents.
I want to tell you sons-of-bitches something to take back to
the White House."
He let an astounded silent audience hang for a moment,
continuing "If you want to kill me, you all have another
thing coming," he said calmly.
Flapping his arms at his side and strutting the full
length of the 100-foot stage, Gregory, a 1968 Peace and
Freedom party presidential candidate, shouted, "Never
have the young people of America had such a heavy
burden dropped on them by an older generation."
He warned the charisma-struck audience of a "danger"
in having a president and vice president not elected by the
people.
"Do you realize, or think it’s an accident, that we now
have an executive branch of government not elected by
popular vote?"
He accused President Ford of being a "stand in" for
Vice President Rockefeller.
With this combination, we now have the same mentality
ruling this country that Germany had when Hitler came to
power, he said.

"If we are not careful, there will be a suspension of the
U.S. Constitution in exchange for the government curing
the presont afflictions in this country," he warned.
Gregory termed the "youth of America" the salvation
of the country.
"You can turn it ’the system) all around if you understand the power Let rules this country," he said.
Gregory accused corporate monopolies and rich
aristocrats of "playing games with the world’s resources."
Citing disparities in distribution of food between
developed and undeveloped countries as a major world
problem, he implored the audience "not to let this continue."
-Food is the new weapon, he shouted, throwing back his
shoulders and shooting his arms into the air, "and
America will starve-out the world, backed by a military
that rules its generals."
"America ain’t for nobody but herself," he continued,
as he turned his back to the audience and marched to the
rear of the stage.
From that point, his raspy, baritone voice reverberated
against the ceiling and bounced back upon his reverent
audience, "And I know that she would sell her mama for a
nickel," he continued, "America is manipulating the
world."
Turning to the economy, the Chicago dynamo shook his
Afro hairdo from side-to-side and fired a staccato-like
attack upon what he called an "impossible situation."
"Because of inflation and recession at the same time,
millions of Americans had to change their diets. They had
to quit eating meat and now their eating beans and rice."
"As a result, poor people got their food prices raised.
Now what happens if the weather changes and more
draughts come?"
Launching upon a second attack of the CIA, he
challenged the audience to refute the CIA being any more
than "vicious, slimy, killers."
Gregory said in 40 days he would present President
Ford’s commission on the investigation of the CIA, for
alleged domestic spying activities, with "documented
evidence the CIA’s activities have been illegal."
"If the CIA were after me the way I’m after them, I’d
surrender," Gregory chortled.
Waving his arms in contorted gestures and contracting
his forehead into a flow of ripples, Gregory exploded at
the audience, "Only moral forces can turn this country
around," he shouted above a growing swell of applause,
"and they had better do so quickly."

Continued from page 1
lithe state legislature does
approve eliminating funds
for the above services,
university trustees would
either have to raise student
fees $16 or do away with the
services.
Sharpe said if the trustees
raised student service costs
too often it would be "pricing
the students right out of it
(the university)."
Both Fox and the student
presidents are pushing for a
meeting of faculty members,
chancellor, trustees,

adequately portant," said Goodwin,
"cannot
challenge their exclusion or adding, "we don’t know how
cannot effectively protect to evaluate quality in higher
em- education."
for
their rights
Question of rights
ployment."
A major theme running
"In baseball," Walton
continued, "incompetent through Bunzel’s speech was
whites don’t maintain em- the question of whether
ployment to the disad- individual rights supercede
vantage of women and Third group rights in hiring
practices.
World persons."
"Rights are held by inBut Walton held that, "in dividuals," said Bunzel,
every other realm of em- "and are not held by any
ployment there are persons groups per se."
who are incompetent, and
Walton said this argument
who hold and maintain is "a means of attempting to
positions to the disadvantage perpetuate the inequities of
of women and minorities." the status quo."
According to Goodwin, it is
"The reason I believe
difficult to evaluate a per- the...argument is a hollow
son’s degree of quality, or his one, is that it fails to address
level of competence.
itself to the common in"We really don’t know dividual who lacks the
what qualities are im- sophistication, resources or

Mechanics fix naive women
By Mark Van Wyk
If you’re a woman
ignorant about cars, you’d
better not let it show if you
want an auto repairman to
give you a cheap estimate.
This is the finding of SJSU
psychology senior Sally
Robinson, who conducted an
the
on
experiment
psychology of auto repairmen’s treatment of "dumb"
women.
"What I did was randomly
pick 16 local auto repair
shops to look at the bashed in
left fender on my 1959 TR3,"
she explained.
"I divided them into two
groups of eight," she said. "I
acted naive and ignorant
about the car with one group,
and with the other group, I
acted as though I was
knowledgeable and understood what was going on.
"The reactions I got from
the repairmen," she said,
"were pretty incredible."

At the places where she
acted knowledgeable, she
said she received estimates
ranging from a low of $713 to a
high of $124.
At places where she acted
naive. Robinson received a
low bid of $128 to a high bid of
$198. The highest bid of the
"smart" group was $4
cheaper than the lowest bid
of the "dumb" group, she
pointed out.
"What was even more
interesting," she said, "was
the fact that every single
repairman I went to had an
almost identical approach to
women customers."
When she brought the car
in for the estimates, she said
she always used the same
lines to the repairmen.
At the places she acted
naive, she would say, "Oh
my! It looks horrible. I don’t
know what to do."
Each time, according to
Robinson, the repairman
would say something like,

CIA criticisms
called dangerous
WASHINGTON ( AP)
Director William E. Colby
yesterday
said
that
allegations the Central
Intelligence Agency has
massive
in
engaged
spying
are
domestic
exaggerated and "have
inAmerican
placed
telligence in danger."
At the same time, Colby
said in a prepared statement
that the CIA has discovered

"some changes in detail"
from his earlier testimony
before a Senate committee
on the controversy. He did
not elaborate.
Colby’s attack on what he
called "the sensational
allegations
of
CIA
misdeeds" was prepared for
his first public congressional
questioning on the issue,
before the House defense
appropriiitions committee.

"Don’t you worry. You just
leave the car here and we’ll
fix it good as new."
At the places she acted
knowledgeable, however,
she would say, "The damage
looks worse than it really is.
I restored the car myself and
you should have seen it
before."
Each time, according to
Robinson, the repairman
would say, "You restored it
yourself, eh?" and would
immediately write up an
estimate.
"The ironic thing," explained Robinson, "was the
way the repairmen treated
me when I acted dumb."
Robinson
said
the
repairmen all behaved in a
very sympathetic manner
when she told them her
problem.
-In fact," said Robinson,
"the guy that wanted to
charge me $198 was the
nicest one of them all.

"His approach was almost
parental," she said.
"He tried to comfort me,
saying everything would be
all right.
"He even told me about his
own daughter who had a car
like mine and who got in a
wreck, and then tried to
reassure me that he would
take care of me just like I
was his own daughter."
The significant part of the
findings, according
to
Robinson, was that the
greatest difference in prices
was not for replacement
parts but the charge for
labor.
"Standard prices for parts
are easy for the customer to
find out," she observed, "but
who can say how much a
repairman can charge for
labor?"
Robinson will present the
results of her findings at the
next Spartan Psychological
Association meeting.

*STAR MOTOR k
IMPORTS
10% DISCOUNT
ON SERVICES AND
REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC MODELS

Continued from page 1
"In the mass institution
that is serving the general
public, they must now deal
with the problem of intensiveness,"
said
Baldridge. "We have an
obligation to serve career
education, a much more
sophisticated
kind
of
education.
"We must not be stampeded into narrow vocational
programs," warned
Baldridge.
"One of the problems of
career
education,’’
Baldridge said, "is that
people get trapped into a
career by their junior year
only to find they hate it."
A freshman
"career
testing session" has been
instituted at Cal State
Fresno, allowing a student to
immerse himself in a career
to decide if it is what he
really wants, said Baldridge.
In order for these kinds of
innovations to take place, "It
will require administration

ehl
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BLASTING RACISM -Dick Gregory, the comedian -lecturer, put down "the white racist system" and accused
America of manipulating the world in a speech Wednesday night.

wealth to attack the
systematic exclusion of
individuals by corporate and
governmental structures,"
Walton said.
Faustina, speaking on
similar lines, noted the
existence of, "subtle forms
of institutional racism."
Faustina defined in-

stitutional racism as a
phenomenon, "in which
certain acceptable policies
tend to have a disproportionate effect on women and
minorities.
"Affirmative action is set
up to try and root out these
subtle forms of racism,"
Faustina added.

"The Stony" plus
"Mad Adventures
of Rabbi Jacob"

Now!... For
II Madmen
Orli,’
titcppcncito,
Rifiris...Kurt Vomit,

Corning March 5-11
Bolshoi Ballet
Film festival
Starting march 26
--in 3-0
"it Came from
Outer space"

Student Prices

oologc
BLACK r. WHILE
DEVELOPING A PRINTING
KOOACHROME MOVIES Y. Si IDES

California’s Oldest Camera Shopf.
4 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
KG S 1st DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
1084 LINCOLN AVE WILLOW GLEN

99 N REDWOOD AVE SAN lOSE
479 UNIVERSITY AVE PALO Al

A Student-Railpass gives you two months of unlimited Second Class rail
travel through 13 European countries.
Buy one, we’ll give you a map, and where you go next is your own
business.
All we’ll say is that European trains are a sensational way to
get there, be it Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden or
Switzerland.
100,000 miles of track link cities, towns and historic, scenic
and social attractions. Our trains are fast, modern, convenient, clean
and comfortable.
And you’ll discover there’s very little second class about
Second Class. You can sleep in a couchette for only $6.00 a night. And
if you want to eat on a budget, inexpensive snacks are often available.
You can elren take a cruise on the Rhine, if you like. Eurailpass
is valid on many European ferries, river and lake steamers and hydrofoils. It also offers you substantially reduced fares on many side
excursions you might want to take by motor coach.
And how’s this for travel convenience? Many rail stations
offer bikes for rental, and it’s possible to pick up a bike at
one station and drop it off at another.
HOLL(C1Cid
All you need to qualify is to be a full-time student
under 26. There’s just one catch: You must buy your
CERMANY
Student-Railpass here before you take off. They’re
rn
FiN4<I71
not for sale in Europe.
If you have less time to travel,
or want to travel First Class, consider 134444110(1*k.* //LIIMM/RO
Eurailpass. A two-week pass costs
lir
$130. Three-week pass costs $160.
One month. $200. Two months, $270.
/
Pfa
Three months, $330.
*yr
Don’t wait. It could be the
tA. I rtana
W
t ( I
trip of your life. See your Travel Agent or

=11;)

ASWWI,

clip the coupon and we’ll send you
all the facts.
Pnces subject to change.

Eurailpass. Box
Dept 1922056.
Bohemia, New York
11716

ON ALL NEW FIATS
AND NEW PEUGEOTS
SEE THE ALL NEW

Please send me your free
El Student- Reams folder
Eurailpass folder

PEUGEOT DIESEL SEDAN

ante

& WAGON WITH 35 MPG

PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

reorganization and Z
strong centralizatil
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Bunzel views equality as ’foot race’
Continued from page 1
removed, blacks were finally
In his speech. Bunzel used allowed to play baseball.
a foot race to illustrate how
His analogy of the insome might view equality, in
vividual breaking into
which the "scorekeeper"
baseball was an inapwould insure that women
propriate one," said Walton.
and minorities win a certain
"Baseball is a spectator
number of races.
sport," Walton said, "exAsked about this analogy, posed to the public eye.
Faustina responded, "I want You’ve got individuals who
to see men and women of all excel. As a result, the blacks
colors competing on an equal who broke into baseball
footing for the rewards of surpassed whites in their
life."
ability to performthey
But Faustina added, "It’s were
inoutstanding
very difficult, though, when dividuals."
the
race
and
a
close
it’s
"His analogy breaks down
judges are all white males." when applied to typical job
Barriers removed
situations," said Walton.
Bunzel
referred
to
Unprotected rights
professional baseball in his
Walton said that the
speech, saying that because "infrastructure" of most
the
"barriers
of institutions is such that
discrimination"
were minorities and women,

students and the govern
discuss Brown’s projf
educational cuts.
’We need more fa c
input from the campus,’
said. He added, "We hal
discussed in real detail
possible affects of e
proposed cut.
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